Attendees:
Team: Carlos Raul Gutierrez, Stan Besen, Laureen Kapin, Fabro Stiebel, Waudo Siganga, Calvin Browne, David Taylor, Jordyn Buchanan, Drew Bagley, Carlton Samuels, Kaili Kan, Dejan Djukic

Observers:
Staff: Alice Jansen, Jean-Baptiste Deroulez, Pamela Smith, Margie Milam, Brian Aitchison, Eleeza Agopian, Antonietta Mangiacotti

Apologies: Jonathan Zuck, Jamie Hedlund, Gaongalelwe Mosweu

Agenda:
- Welcome, roll-call, Sol
- Overview of Public Comments Received: Jean-Baptiste
- Draft Report Updates: Jean-Baptiste
- ICANN59: Alice/Jean-Baptiste
- Discussion on:
  - Country-level concentration ratios and HHIs: Stan, All
- A.O.B.

Documents:
- Draft Report Updates
- Country-level concentration ratios and HHIs

Recordings:
- Adobe Connect
- mp3

Chat Transcript: EN
Transcript: EN

Action Items: